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FUTURE



MAGIC OF RADIO
Radio is well loved 

Massive consumption 

Deep connection with audiences 

Talented teams 

Huge audience understanding 

Commercially friendly



WIRELESS / NEWSCORP
In the UK, Wireless is developing its core radio brands and using it’s 

skilled teams to introduce new ones. 





TALK TV
Talk TV is taking their national Talk Radio station and combining it with 

a primetime TV offering, delivering radio, television and social to 

audiences and advertisers.





TALK TV



BAUER
Internationally Bauer, who bought Communicorp here, are taking their 

learnings from international groups they’ve acquired and bringing them 

to new territories. 



SUBSCRIPTION RADIO



PROGRAMMATIC AUDIO
In the UK, Bauer and Wireless combine their digital inventory to sell to 

advertisers under the Octave banner and Global have their DAX network 



PROGRAMMATIC AUDIO
Empowering new operators too… 



BBC
In audio, the BBC Sounds app is the second most popular audio app 

after Spotify, delivering Music, Podcasts and Radio 





BBC
Advertising outside of the UK  

Subscription offering in the US 



AMERICA
In the US, the two biggest radio players have become the dominant 

players in digital audio.



IHEART MEDIA
iHeart Media - which is over 1,000 radio stations - is now a key digital 

audio player, acquiring:



IHEART MEDIA
Also doing content deals…



SIRIUS XM
SiriusXM - once just a satellite radio company - now they own: 

A successful streaming service - Pandora 

Podcast networks including Stitcher 

Rep other podcast operators like Crooked Media 



IN IRELAND - BAUER
Bauer, as Communicorp, acquire OTB, now with broadcast output on 

Newstalk 

Their own audio app in Go Loud, and ad network with audioXI 

Integrated with podcast and radio content 

Live events with their talent



IN IRELAND - WIRELESS
Podcast output with radio 

brands and newspaper  

titles

Streaming output from the group









THINGS TO THINK ABOUT
Rise of programmatic audio advertising 

Cross-platform integrations for scale 

Benefiting from the talent-audience relationship 

Skilled local operators that can deliver impact 
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